
WAYS TO WRITE A BILLION

These abbreviations may be used in mathematics texts or formal writing within the context of There are few different
ways to abbreviate the word billion.

However, the word million has been around in English only since the late fourteenth century. For those who
were taught numbers before the s, the answer to this question may well have been different depending on
where you received your schooling. This difference resulted from the emergence of two competing systems
for naming large numbers. Millions, Billions and Other Large Numbers February In the modern world, we
regularly encounter the words million and billion, and businesses, governments, astronomers and journalists
often think in the millions, billions or even trillions. In , the world population was one billion. About hours
ago, modern human beings and their ancestors were living in the Stone Age more precisely, the Middle
Paleolithic. Before the Words Million and Billion In fact, the largest number with a single-word name in
ancient Greek was 10, About yearsâ€”a gigaannus â€”ago, the first multicellular eukaryotes appeared on
Earth. Area[ edit ] A billion square inches would be a square about one half mile on a side. About months ago,
dinosaurs walked the Earth during the late Cretaceous. A fifteenth-century mathematician, Nicolas Chuquet,
established one system by combining Latin numerical prefixes bi-, tri-, etc. Weight[ edit ] Any object that
weighs one billion kilograms 2. Count[ edit ] A is a cube; B consists of cubes the size of cube A, C consists of
cubes the size of cube B; and D consists of cubes the size of cube C. A billion cubic inches would be a volume
comparable to a large commercial building slightly larger than a typical supermarket. This article looks at how
we started using million and billion and how the meaning of billion has changed. As of July , Facebook has 1.
About days ago, Australopithecus , an ape-like creature related to an ancestor of modern humans, roamed the
African savannas. Until the s, when the United Kingdom officially adopted the American definition of billion,
this word represented in British English. About decades ago, galaxies began to appear in the early Universe
which was then 3. Selected digit numbers 1,,,â€”9,,, [ edit ] 1,,, to 1,,,[ edit ] 1,,, â€” smallest prime number
with 10 digits. The differences between the long scale and the short scale are summarized in this table:
Number. What words were used before this time to talk about large numbers? What Exactly Is a Billion? This
is known as the long scale, which was used in the United Kingdom until they followed the United States in by
officially adopting the short scale, a system born in France in the seventeenth century and popular in the
French-speaking world until midway through the nineteenth century. In this system, a billion equals one
million times one million or one million squared, and a trillion equals one million cubed  It was called murios
and borrowed into Late Latin as myrias. Thus there are 1 million A-sized cubes in C; and 1,,, A-sized cubes in
D. A billion grains of table salt or granulated sugar would occupy a volume of about 2. The short scale uses
the same names billion, trillion, quadrillion, etc. Volume[ edit ] There are a billion cubic millimetres in a cubic
metre and there are a billion cubic metres in a cubic kilometre. He explains this system in The Sand Reckoner,
a treatise that sets out to quantify all the grains of sand in the universe in order to challenge the idea that such a
quantity was too large to be counted. Products[ edit ] As of July , Apple has sold one billion iPhones.


